
 

 

Agriculture Awareness Tent Procedures Manual:  

 

Order any ribbons needed for tent events, e.g., Altamont Fair Participant & I Milked A Goat At The Altamont 

Fair. 

 

Contact Fair Department Superintendents and Cooperative Extension to see who wants to participate in the tent 

and how.  

 

Coordinate with Fair office to see what animals are coming to the fair but aren‘t staying the whole week that 

need to be scheduled in the tent, e.g., Alpacas & Oxen.  

 

Make daily tent schedule for fair week and give to Fair office to have laminated. Set up the sandwich board 

outside tent with the day’s events which is kept in the sheep and goat barn. Return sign to sheep and goat barn 

at the conclusion of the day’s events. 

 

Provide Fair office with names of any event holders who will need admittance passes.  

 

Make sure a wash station is set up right outside tent. Post “Please wash your hands after touching the animals” 

sign on wash station. Monitor wash station to make sure water and towels are stocked for the day. Remind 

fairgoers to wash their hands after touching any animals. Fairgoers participating in milking a goat need to wash 

their hands before and after touching the goats.  

 

Make sure seating is in place: Set of bleachers & for smaller events benches.  

 

Get portable microphone from communications and return it to them at the conclusion of events in tent each 

day. You are responsible for giving it to each event holder and retrieving it at the end of each event throughout 

the day.   

 

Find out what each event holder needs and set it up prior to arrival if possible, i.e.,  table, chairs, electric 

hookup, tent space cleared entirely, scale moved in or out of tent, etc.  

 

Bring ribbons and/or prizes to tent for event holder to hand out to audience participants in the tent. At 

conclusion of event gather leftover ribbons.  

 

Be of any assistance you can to the event holders. Try to draw fairgoers into the tent as they are going by if tent 

attendance is slow.  

 

Animal weights: Find an announcer for each animal weights event. Check in with each barn to make sure they 

have animals lined up at the beginning of the day for the event. Just before event starts in the afternoon/night 

remind each barn what time we need them there.  

 

If an event holder is scheduled but is late track them down.  

 

Alpacas: Try to block off all rear foot traffic. Alpacas will kick and we don’t want small children hurt.  

 

At the conclusion of each animal events make sure tent is raked of any debris (stool, hay, wool, shavings, etc.) 

for next event.  
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+Arts & Crafts Superintendent’s TO DO List 
 
SUMMER (post fair) 
Write Annual Report 
Send any thank you notes needed  
Clean out and update files 
Find out following year fair dates 
Make notes on judges, tentatively select judges, get contact info 
Think about new events, awards, and contests 
Work on book updates/hard copy 
Discuss any big maintenance issues with fair leadership 
 
WINTER & SPRING 
Turn in book updates to entry office 
Submit judge list to office staff 
Submit ribbon order to office staff 
Confirm budget for Make it Take it program and tax donation letter ($250 each) if chosen 
  
MAY & JUNE 
See if someone in the office will make the entrant name labels 
Check on judges’ replies with the office 
Check on building use situation (as needed) 
Ask for roll of white plastic to be ordered and labeled “Dept. M” 
Plan meeting night with staff in early June 
Contact everyone about the meeting 
Set up fair week work schedule and Saturday lunch sign ups 
Set up cleaning day 
Send out follow up email with work schedule and cleaning day info 
Shop for supplies 
Check with Make it Take person about her needs (space/tables/supplies) 
 
JULY 
Submit report request to entry office 
Ask for 4 tables for take in day (Friday) 
Ask for Gate 1 to be open on take in day 
Ask for entry office to be open on take in day 
Arrange to pick up etc. of special contest prizes 
 
AUGUST & FAIR WEEK 
Discuss lock situation with maintenance and whomever…. 
Get roll of white plastic from office 
Get badges updated or whatever 
Get entrant name labels from the office (to staple on entrant tags) 
Get tickets for workers, Make it Take it person, and Judges that will be needed during the  
          fair 
Get time sheets and payroll forms etc. 
Pick up reports/entry tags from entry office  
Pick up ribbons 
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Print out copies of premium book for judges 
Get judges clipboards ready 
Oversee take in of entrant items 
Assign judges to classes, and helpers to judges 
Oversee judging and display 
Count number of ribbons used 
Oversee schedule and coverage 
Check, sign, and submit time sheets 
Oversee return of entrant’s items and premium checks 
Turn in unused tickets 
Oversee building clean up and lock up 
Take inventory of supplies and make a list of needed supplies 
 
 
Cleaning Day: 
Bring a shop vac, a leaf blower, buckets, cleaners, rags, and gloves.  Clean floors, 
walls, fences, shelves, and furniture.  Wipe the glass.  Begin to set furniture in place 
for take in day.  Cover tables with plastic.   Set up the office.  Check for bees, bats, 
and other critters.   
 
Take in Day: 
At least a day before, get entry tags from the office and rip them apart and 
alphabetize by person, use paperclips to separate each person.  Set up building for 
take in.  Move some furniture to the walkway areas.  Prepare to set up so that 
entries get placed in some logical order, and are mainly outside of the display areas. 
(This way after judging, decorators can begin to decorate and not have stuff in their 
way.) Put up signs so that staff knows how to sort entries by class and lot.  The more 
organized this part is the easier judging will be.   
 
On take in day, need about 7 staff.  About one hour before entrants arrive, gather 
staff to rip apart name cards and staple them onto the entry tags.  Alphabetize.  Staff 
assignments:  Two stay inside building and put dropped off items into classes, in lot  
order—following the signs placed by the superintendent.  One staff runs items into 
the building from the cow barn check in area, and puts them on drop off table.  
Three staff needed out in the barn, each at their own table:  one to give out entry 
tags, one to help put tags on items and troubleshoot, one to check items into the 
master entry book.  Initial the book once you check someone in. (This needs to be 
someone who is familiar with the process.) 
 
Before going home, set up judges tables with a chair for each judge, in the walkway 
areas, near the area where the stuff is that they will be judging first.  Set up judges 
boxes with: ribbons, name tag, tickets, judge info sheet, premium books, and pen.   
 
 
Judging Day: 
Have (judge’s helpers) staff arrive 30 minutes before judges.  Name tags.  Once 
judges arrive have a brief meeting to discuss expectations.  Pair judges and staff.  
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Staff works off judge’s sheets to obtain the next item for judging so that judging 
moves along.  Judges write award/comments on entry ticket, staff puts on ribbon 
after presenting judge with next items.  If awarding a Best Of Fair, staff saves all blue 
ribbon winners so that judge can select at end the BOF.  Meanwhile early arriving 
decorators are sorting judged items into color categories and beginning to make the 
display.  Judging and pre-decorating continue through 12 noon.  Judge’s sheets are 
signed by the judge after they are completed.  All sheets are turned in to the office by 
the Superintendent.  Lunch break.  Judges collectively award the State Fair winner, 
and depart.  Decorators (who arrive just before lunch--later than judge helper staff) 
continue to work on the display until it’s done, or they just can’t think anymore. 
 
Staff needed:  About 6 judges, and a helper for each judge.  Also need about 5-6 
decorators.  Judge helpers need to be able to be independent and logical.  They need 
to be able to find entries, and keep things organized.  Decorators need to have an 
eye for what looks good.  They need to be on ladders and secure on their feet.   
 
Take out day: 
Put  “A,B,C” labels along the outside of the fences.  When staff arrives to take down, 
they can get their things first and have someone else check them out of the master 
book.  Start sorting entries into piles by last name.  Once most everything is down 
and into piles, start pre-checking out some of the larger orders.  Check that each 
item is accounted for.  Initial the book once you have checked someone out.  Have 
entrants sign for their premium check, save the signed list until next year.  Attend to 
entrants as they show up, check them out, help them to the car etc.  Place furniture 
along the walls, stack up crates, bag up Christmas trees etc. 
 
 
 



Blue Ribbon Building 

Organization and Supervisors Jobs 

1.  In January start setting up and finding people who are willing to 
present a program or to sponsor a cooking contest, for each night 
of the fair.  At the present time we have either a program or 
contest for each of the 6 days of the fair. 

2. In January start setting up an activity or program for each 
afternoon of the fair.  At this time we have something scheduled 
for each afternoon.  At the present time most of the afternoon 
activities are for kids, 12 and under, but it does not have to be this 
way. 

3. In January start to find organizations, individuals, or businesses 
that are willing to sponsor the evening and afternoon activities, 
programs, and contests.  They could provide gift certificates for 
prizes or other prizes, they may wish to contribute materials or 
goods to be able to do the activity. 

4. By March you should pretty much have the daily schedule of 
activities set and the sponsors for each of the activities. 

5. In March the fair will also want a listing of the judges you will be 
using, for the paid entries.  At this point we use a total of 3 judges. 

6. Make changes to the listing for the Premium Book 
7. Give a list of the required ribbons to the person in charge of 

ribbons. 
8. In April recruit your volunteers.  See the listing below for the 

numbers needed. 
9. When asked for you will provide all information and things 

requested by the fair. 



10. In July you will need to collect all prizes and certificates that 
are being used for prizes. 

11. The week before the start of the fair you and your 
volunteers (I use at least 3 of us) will clean and ready the Blue 
Ribbon building for presentation. 

12.  You must be sure to obtain the needed tickets for 
admission, for all of your volunteers and presenters, the week 
before the fair. 

13. Set up for taking in the food items 2 days before the fair. 
(Usually 3 people).  Set up for judging. 

14.  There will be 3 judges on the day before the fair opens.  
Each judge should have a helper assigned to them.  In addition we 
usually have 4 or 5 additional people helping to display, wrap, and 
hand out samples of the food items. Ask for 2 JAAF members to 
help distribute samples.  One person is needed to type the Blue 
Ribbon Recipe Book. 

15. During fair week you are responsible for the supervision of 
the building:  meeting and greeting guests for presentations and 
contests, cleanliness of building, supervising activities, distributing 
prizes, copying recipe books, securing the building each evening, 
be sure you have 2 volunteers in the building at all times, be 
prepared for presenters and competitions, introduce the 
presenters and describe the competitions. 

16. On the Monday after the fair the building must be 
dismantled and things stored away.  People will pick up premium 
checks at a designated time  and dishes returned.  If people do 
not pick up premium checks, give them to the fair office to be 
mailed.  



 



 
Camping 
 

• One person is put in charge of the campground at the 
Altamont Fair.  This person decides where each camper 
will go, they arrange who needs water and electricity and 
develop a plan for placement. 

• Camping reservations come from exhibitors and fair 
vendors. 

• A pre-paid list is generated by the bookkeeper.  Other 
campers will pay at the office and some of the ride 
company may pay at the time of arrival. 

• If someone arrives early and the camping superintendent 
is not available, check with the manager as to where the 
campers are to be placed. 

• Occasionally, people stop by the office to pay money 
owed on their camping reservation.  The office will make 
a copy of the check and give the check itself to the 
treasurer.  The copy of the check and camping info go to 
the person who is in charge of the campground along with 
the persons name and size of trailer. 

• You can give a receipt to the person if they request one. 
• When people arrive and are asking about their camping 

space, the office will contact the person in charge of 
camping on the radio and let them know that there is 
someone in the office who is looking for their campsite.  
They usually meet them in the camping area. 

• Each Camper parked must be entered in a log book listing 
their name, phone contact while they are at the fair, make 
and model of camper and license plate number. 

• When they are paid in full, you will enter a permit number 
in the book that matches the permit they will place on 
their camper in a visible location.  NO camper is to be 
parked without a permit. 

• At the close of fair, the book and the remaining permits 
will be turned into the fair office for Audit purposes. 

 



 
 
Camping locations with sewer and water:  18 
 
Total number of campsites available: 
 
Please create a map for future use of how the campground is laid out 
year to year to be included in the log book. 
 



• Count & Arrange all exhibitors 
• Set up stalls for all exhibitors 
• Place ribbon order, place order for shavings with office 
• Hire judges  
• Take care of all paperwork w/ judges 
• Check all paperwork w/ exhibitors – vet papers, registration 
• Coordinate exhibitor vehicles in parking lot – cattle trucks & trailers 
• Maintain areas to keep clean so traffic of people can flow through 
• Maintain wash rack  
• Maintain Milking Parlor 
• Order Mulch- free donation 
• Coordinate 7pm Sunday night exhibitors leaving 
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Albany, Schenectady, Greene County Agricultural & Historical 

Societies, Inc. dba The Altamont Fair 
Organizational Structure 

 
The corporation is an exempt organization incorporated in New York State and is 
classified by IRS as a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization.  The articles and bylaws 
define the objectives and guide the activities of the corporation.    
 
Altamont Fair Board of Directors 
The Board of Directors is the governing body of the Society. The 15-person board is 
elected to three year terms in an annual process from the membership and by the 
membership, on a rotational basis. They are responsible for the control and 
management of the organization. The Board meets monthly to review and monitor 
the budget, set policy and procedures, provides guidance for the day-to-day 
operations of the Fairgrounds. The Board annually elects officers: President, Vice 
President, Secretary and Treasurer.  
 
In addition, the Board has defined a Management Committee that meets as needed to 
more directly guide the daily operations of the Fair. Made up of Board members, 
they make recommendations to the Board and working closely with staff, ensure 
smooth operations between Board meetings.  
 
The Board of Directors depends on committees to achieve much of its work. The 
Board assigns Board members to committees to oversee many areas of the 
corporation, both administratively and programmatically. By assigning a board 
member, there is a “go to” person for every department in the fair.  They are the 
liaison from the program areas to the Board to facilitate communication and problem 
solving. That “go to” person is responsible for bringing information back to the 
board and keeping the Board informed of the activities of the defined area.  
 
The Board of Directors, with input from members and associates are responsible for 
the operation of the Albany, Schenectady and Greene County Agricultural & 
Historical Societies.  
 
Members  
The Altamont Fair is a membership organization. Members are elected to the 
organization. Members come from all interest areas of the Fair and are relied on to 
provide insight and ideas to the Board in their areas of interest and expertise. The 
members elect the Board of Directors annually, meet four times a year for member 
meetings and are asked to participate on different committees to benefit the Altamont 
Fair.  
 
Associate Members 
The Altamont Fair is a membership organization. Associate Members apply for 
membership into the organization and voted on by the Board. Associate Members 
come from all interest areas of the Fair and are relied on to provide insight and ideas 
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to the Board in their areas of interest and expertise. They meet monthly as the fair 
approaches to discuss different activities and share ideas for the upcoming fair. 
 
 
Program/Building Superintendents 
Superintendent candidates volunteer or are recommended from the Associate 
Membership and are approved by the Board of Directors.  
Superintendents report to their Board representative and are responsible for the 
overall operation of their program area and building.  
In general terms, superintendents identify program needs, prepare budgets for 
submission to the Finance Committee, ensure that building maintenance are reported 
and taken care of, work with Entry Office to submit competition information for the 
Exhibitor Guidebook, enlists volunteers, arranges for judges and completes the 
Judges Request Form for the office. Superintendents basically do everything they 
can to make sure exhibitors, patrons and volunteers have a great Fair week!  
 
Superintendents also work to improve their program.  Working with their Board 
representative and other volunteers, ideas are discussed and plans of action 
developed for new exhibits, modifications to the competitions, new contests, new 
interactive activities, building improvements.  Superintendents also identify sponsors 
that might assist in these activities. Superintendents are also responsible for 
recognizing their volunteers and making sure the volunteers feel appreciated.   
 
Assistant Superintendent 
Assistant Superintendents are responsible for assisting the superintendent and filling 
in as needed. They are recommended by the Superintendent and approved by the 
Board of Directors. In the case that something happens during fair and the 
Superintendent is not able to perform their job, the Assistant Superintendent takes on 
that role. 
 
Volunteers   
Volunteers are our life blood.  The Altamont Fair could not operate successfully 
without volunteers.  The Altamont Fair has limited staff and relies on the volunteers 
to be part of the Fair team and work enthusiastically to promote the fair. 
 
Chain of Command 
It is imperative that a chain of command be followed to ensure the success of the 
organization.  Members and Associates bring concerns to Building Superintendents.  
If the Building Superintendent cannot handle the issue, the Building Superintendent 
brings the issue to the Board Liaison to handle.  If the issue still cannot be resolved, 
it is brought by the Board Liaison to the Manager for resolution. 
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The Altamont Fair 
Albany, Schenectady, Greene County Historical Society 

Employee Evaluation 
 

 
 
Name:  __________________________________________________ 
 
Job Title:  ________________________________________________ 
 
Immediate Supervisor:  ______________________________________ 
 
Please rate employee’s performance in each category.  Using numbers 1-10.  1 being worst case, 5 being good, but 
needs improvement and 10 being performs job to the ultimate satisfaction.  Please remember to give constructive 
criticism in the comments area so each employee can work to improve what they do. 
 
Job Understanding: 

• Understands job duties and responsibilities    
• Possesses sufficient skill and knowledge to perform all parts of 

the job effectively, efficiently and safely 
• Understands and promotes the fairs mission and values 
• Makes an active effort to stay current with new developments 
• Punctuality and regularity in attendance 
• Completes tasks satisfactorily-works independently, remains 

focused under pressure 

Rate/Comments: 
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• Possesses computer skills and knowledge to perform job duties 
(if applicable) 

 
Communication Skills: 

• Listens effectively and responds clearly and directly 
• Makes effective oral and written communications 
• Interacts with others in a helpful and informative manner and 

works on building beneficial relationships with volunteers 
• Deals appropriately with confidential information 

 

Rate/Comments: 

Professional Skills: 
• Treats peers with mutual respect 
• Demonstrates integrity and deals well with ethical and 

confidential issues 
• Self directed, resourceful, creative toward meeting job 

objectives 
• Develops new ideas to move the fair forward 
• Eagerly takes initiative with new projects 
• Works effectively with others 
• Develops positive working relationships 
• Helps improve work processes 
• Influences others to achieve department and organizational 

goals 
• Encourages and enhances teamwork 
• Ability to establish short and long term goals and objectives 

Rate/Comments: 
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• Ability to execute said goals in an organized fashion 
•  

 
Organizational Skills: 

• Ability to prioritize workload 
• Ability to manage information flow (including internal, 

volunteer, and external communication and 
filing/documentation) 

• Attentive to detail and accuracy 
• Demonstrates thoroughness, completeness, follow through on 

presentation and appearance of work 

Rate/Comments: 

 
 
Employees Accomplishments for the year:  ____________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Employee’s goals for the coming year:  _______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Date evaluation was completed on:  _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Evaluation Completed by:  ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Merit Raise:  ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Comments:  ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________             __________________________________________ 
Signature of Evaluator   Date    Signature of Employee   Date 
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   Altamont Fair EMS Superintendent  
 
Job Duties and roles subject to change 
 
Pre-season, 
 Before first event, once power has been turned back on, plug everything back in and flush water 
lines and make sure there are no leaks.  The water heater will need to be tested to ensure it is working. 
  
Clean refrigerator and all coolers for any mildew that accumulated over winter.   Make sure that 
refrigerator is cooling to the correct temperature so that if repairs need to be made they can be done 
before first event.   
 
Re-connect the transfer pump and verify that it is working from the hand wash area and that it is 
pumping with no issues.   
 
Clean all walls with 20 to 1 bleach solution to remove mildew and clean wall board. 
 
Paint all surface areas in treatment area.  Paint shelving and base boards as needed. 
 
Scrape all loose paint on floor, sidewalk and bathroom.  Paint all areas with gray floor paint to make 
non porous and cleanable surface in case of fluids spills. 
 
Paint bed frames and privacy curtain rails as needed.  Replace curtains as needed or if soiled. 
 
Reseal mattress in plastic as required, this needs to be checked before each event. 
 
Set up inspection of R-99 (the ambulance) minimum 1 month before first event. Pre check all lights and 
road test ambulance from sitting over winter months.  This is to allow time for any repairs that might 
need to be done.   Someone in the office will register vehicle and advise EMS of schedule for the year 
as soon as known an inspection can be planned.   
 
R-99 to be cleaned and disinfected before start of first event and 02 tanks will need to be picked up.  
This is usually done thru Altamont Rescue Squad as well as filling portable O2 cylinders to save having 
to purchase directly from vendor and maintaining a cascade system.  The Altamont Fair has a verbal 
agreement with Altamont Rescue Squad. 
 
Inventory ambulance and check all dates and rotate product to make sure older dates are used first, 
have employees complete full ambulance inspection to maintain compliance with the Department of 
Health (DOH) requirements.  Replace and re-order any damaged or broken equipment.  AED pads need 
to be checked for dates as well as battery dates.  The Pulse ox monitor will need batteries replaced 
yearly.  Suction unit to be tested and verified that it is charging.   
 
Shurline to stay connected once power is turned back on. 
 
Bathroom- clean and disinfect toilet and sink and verify that it is working correctly.  Purchase required 
feminine products as required by DOH to have available and restock Cabinet in bathroom.   
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Check that all O2 cylinders are full before event's and have tank and regulator for each first in bag, 1 in 
r-99, 1 for stretcher cart and 1 for Ems cart.  Extra tanks stored by back door. 
 
Clean and restock back packs for walking teams, total of 6 medical backpacks.  Check all dates and 
equipment level's each shift.   
 
Clean beds and bench for PT's to sit on.   
 
Clean treatment area and all shelves, organize and rotate all product, take inventory and add to supply 
order.  Be sure to rotate from back office to front and new product to be rotated into back area.  This is 
done to keep products out on floor and in good rotation.  This will be checked at start of every event as 
well.  This is to be monitored by supervisor to track inventory levels. 
 
Contact office to verify water donations and secure in storage areas to prevent loss and keep costs to 
fair down.  Bottles should be 16.9 or smaller to prevent waste.   
 
Schedule ice deliveries through communications office during fair week.  For outside events ice to be 
supplied from Josie's\Bob. 
 
Maintain records for all employees and current copy of certifications.  EMT cards and CPR cards, if 
driving a copy of License as well is needed to keep records of all staff up to date.  This is to be kept in 
personnel folders locked in office in addition to office door being kept locked to create double locking 
system. 
 
 
Turn in to office any new hire paper work as well as keep copy in personal folder for new hires. 
 
Schedule people and staff to cover events as needed per documentation from Fair office per contracts 
with outside events.  All new events will be discussed with EMS Superintendent to determine number 
of necessary EMS on grounds. 
 
Maintain employee base to handle staffing needs.  Due to most agencies’ requiring 30 days prior to 
start of schedule request, this is a time consuming task and must be planned ahead.  We have a good 
base of solid employees that support the fair and help train new employees of what is expected.    
 
Maintain patient care log for all events.  When people are willing we use names if unwilling they will 
be entered as Jane or John Doe.  On all serious injuries a PCR is completed and kept on grounds in a 
double lock system.  Copies are to be kept in office as well.    
 
When patients are transported, a copy of PCR will be submitted to office to submit until wireless or 
Wi-Fi is made available in First Aid building.   This will be done in a timely manner.  PT's are also 
logged into the computer with hospital destination.   
 
Any ride injuries are reported to ride company and they do their own incident report.  A PCR is also 
done by us for serious calls and all transports.  Member of fair board are also notified through 
communications to be made aware.    Usually this is the President, Vice President, Manager or designee.  
We will be working with office to provide an incident form to be used in all buildings for all injuries.  
These forms will be turned into the office daily.  If office personnel have left for the day, they will be 
turned into communications to be delivered to office the following morning.  
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Teams of 2 walk all zones of the fair and rotate through zones and first aid building.  Any issues or 
safety concerns that are noticed are to be brought to the attention of fair personnel.  While walking 
around, the EMS teams provide care in their respective zones and log all care rendered into the 
computer when they return to the first aid office.  If extra help is needed on the scene, arriving EMS 
will call on radio and let Med 1 know that there is a need for assistance or additional resources.  First 
on scene also advises of possible transports so we can start and cool ambulances if needed.  Any 
transports  Med 1 or person acting as Med 1 will be involved in and make decisions if ALS as needed.  
Med 1or alternative will also be available to transport injured person back to the first aid building as 
needed via golf cart or utility cart.  For serious transports ambulance may be brought onto grounds and 
communications is notified to have security escort on and off grounds.  When leaving grounds we call 
in route and arriving as well as leaving and back on grounds through Guilderland dispatch.  We also try 
to notify Altamont Fair communications as well.  Altamont Fair Communications tracks calls with 
times and history of the call on the Emergency Call Report.   
 
First aid uses 6 radios and 2 of 6 have capability of talking direct with Guilderland Dispatch.  These are 
supervisor radios.  Teams will always have 1 shared radio per team.  Some additional radios are 
provided for larger events by Med 1.  Calls are dispatched by Altamont Fair communication.  The team 
in that zone, as well as a golf cart will respond to scene as needed.  If a team leaves fair for a transport, 
we adjust zone maps to keep zones covered.   
 
After any transports copies of PCR's are filed and or cover sheets if from 2nd agency.  We do use 2nd 
agency during larger events or busy times during fair.   
 
Post events folders are created in addition to logs of each event for easy file access.  These are secured 
in first aid office under locked Cabinet and locked room.  Access for any files requested is handled by 
Superintendent with Manager of the Fair.   Access to building is limited.   EMS staff has keys and keys 
have been provided to the Electrician and maintenance.  It has been asked of all people who have keys 
that if necessary to enter building to always make sure deadbolts are secured when leaving.   
 
A spending budget is submitted to the treasurer and every attempt is made to stay within that budget.  
With increased attendance over last three years it should be noted that we go thru more supplies as a 
result.  It should also be noted that we usually order Gatorade for the parking personnel when requested 
by Manager to save on expenses.  This is itemized and the bookkeeper is made aware as it is not 
considered part of the EMS budget. 
 
At end of each event time cards are turned in at the office.  If the office has already closed for the day, 
the time cards are left in the outdoor mailbox and the secretary is notified.   Any major instances or 
injuries are reported same day or next day depending on availability of contact people and completed 
reports.   We try to work with both the Manager and insurance company as much as possible to keep all 
involved aware of incidents.   
 
A large order is placed late June or early July depending on first event as supply’s will arrive over 
several weeks.  Order is placed by First aid due to complexity and understanding of products being 
ordered.  When received they are checked against shipping invoice.  info@ altamontfair.com e-mail 
address is used as contact email so office will receive a copy as well.  Card information is provided by 
the Manager or Bookkeeper.  If any products are not received we will contact the supply company and 
let Bookkeeper know as well.  Any questions bookkeeper has we are always available to explain.   
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At end of season we winterize building and all equipment and let office know once everything has been 
winterized.  Fair office surrenders plates so insurance can be stopped.    Periodic inspections are made 
of ambulance and first aid buildings during off season to make sure secure and no issues.   
 
Subject to change and modification by EMS superintendent as needed.    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Superintendent Instructions 
 

General Information 
Thank you for volunteering to be a Superintendent. We value your efforts to make the Altamont Fair a 
vibrant, dynamic event that showcases the best in the community. We appreciate all of the resources 
you donate to the Fair – we know it is not just time and money but your passion and enthusiasm that 
helps this fair be so successful.  
 
As a superintendent you have a several important responsibilities:    
 

1. Please be sure your building or area is ready for fair.  This can happen through volunteers or 
work orders in the office.  

2. As superintendent, you need to be aware of and handle conflicts and resolutions in your 
building. There are times when people working together disagree.  

a. Remember that there is a chain of command for problems.  If there is an exhibitor or 
volunteer problem that you feel you cannot handle yourself, go to director in charge. 
For Animal departments it is currently Susie Osta.  If not an animal issue, check the 
board list to find out who is in charge of the building you are in.  If the issue is something 
they cannot handle, they will bring it to the manager for resolution. 

3. It is your responsibility to make sure there is always someone covering your building.  These 
people are there for safety reasons, animal welfare reasons and to answer questions from the 
public. 

 
Months before fair  

1. By October - Provide a list of fair ribbons needed for shows, exhibits and entries. 
2. By January 1, please submit budget items to the finance committee 
3. By February - Review Exhibitor Guidebook for any changes. Identify new contests/classes, 

discuss request for changes with Entries Office. Any premium changes must be approved by 
the Board. Update other Department information as needed.  

4. Provide judges names, contact info, fees & dates they are to judge to Fair Office for 
contracts  

5. Fill out sanction paperwork and turning into office for submission 
6. Identify additional staff needed (Show secretaries, ring stewards, announcers) for shows; 

notify the Fair office if they will need passes or compensation.  
7. By May - Notify the fair office of any needed maintenance by filling out a work order form 
8. By May - Please be sure the office is aware of any new projects or plans or any physical 

issues that may need to be addressed.  
9. Arrange for judges, promotions, fitting competition, herdsman award, animal knowledge 

and costumes class. 
10. Attend associate meetings – this is the time to meet with other superintendents, the 

directors in charge and get general fair information.  
 
 



 
 

Before Fair Week 
 
1. Schedule pen setup, contact local exhibitors for assistance.  
2. Letting fair know how many bales of straw are needed for pens 
3. Place “Please wash your hands after touching the animals” signs in barn 
4. Notify the fair office with the number of bags of shavings that are needed for show ring  
5. Check show entries with exhibitors to make sure they are in the right breed and class.  Make 

necessary changes before judging with Entries Office. 
6. Complete pen assignments 
7. Communicate with the assistant superintendents to ensure all necessary duties are completed 

in a timely, efficient manner 
8. Make sure your building is ready.  Is it cleaned, are all the exhibits presentable?  Do you have 

the needed supplies for fair week?  Have you lined up volunteers for coverage? 
 
Fair Week 
 

1. Coordinate with NYS Ag & Markets with health check of animals as they enter fair. 
2. Compare and confirm registrations and tattoos against the health certificates of all animals 

entered. 
3. Set up show tables for judges with paperwork, hand sanitizer, pens, and fair ribbons. 
4. Set up show ring. 
5. Conduct competitions.  
6. Submit results promptly for competitions to the entry department. 
7. Conduct barn checks to be sure animals and making sure all animals have food and water. 
8. Notify State Vets of any animals that appear ill or injured. 
9. Hand out checks to exhibitors present on Sunday. Return any undistributed checks to the Admin 

office for mailing.  
10. Coordinate with assistant superintendents to ensure there is someone in the barn throughout 

fair week to address any issues that arise.  All areas MUST have an Assistant Superintendent 
11. Monitor hand washing stations for supplies and clean up.  
12. Pen take down-placing all panels against barn walls so it can be cleaned out by grounds crew. 

 
After Fair  
 

1. Address any issues with exhibitors, premium check problems, lost and found, etc.  
2. Clean up your building – Empty refrigerators, stack tables, chairs, turn off air conditioners, lock 

up storage cabinets, set out garbage for pickup. Many of the buildings are used for other events 
after Fair and need to be ready.  

3. Identify any needed repairs, prepare a work order and submit to the office.  
4. Note any ideas – What worked? How did the fair patrons respond? What improvements can be 

made for next year?  
 
 



 
 

Incident/Accident 
 

1. When an incident/accident happens in your building, the necessary paperwork must be filled 
out.  If it is something small like a minor cut finger that doesn’t require EMS, use your first aid 
kit.  If it is something severe, notify Communications to call for the incident/accident team and 
EMS. If EMS needs to be called, they will fill out the EMS paper work. Be sure the 
incident/accident team also is notified to take pictures and document the issue and the 
resolution. It is the responsibility of the Superintendent to make sure this happens.  

 
Animal Issues 
 

1.  All animals are checked as they come into fair, but sometimes things happen.  If the vet finds an 
animal to be sick, they can insist that the animal be taken home.   

2. If an animal dies at fair, the animal superintendent must be notified, the manager must be 
notified and the animal should be removed from the sight of the public with great care.  NO 
animal is allowed to be removed from the fairgrounds without the permission of the state vet. 

 
Inclement Weather 
 

1. There are many things we can control at the fair; weather is not one of them.  We ask that every 
building have a way to entertain guests during inclement weather.  Something that you do not 
do every day.  Whether it is a game of corn hole in a building, an impromptu sing a long, meet a 
cow up close and personal, something.  People have paid good money to be entertained and 
one of our problem areas is complaining guest after a short downpour.  If we can entertain them 
while they seek refuge, they are less likely to be unhappy. 

2. When SEVERE weather is imminent, announcements are made via the overhead speakers.  In 
recent years, “Seek Shelter” notifications have been made.  Our communications department 
watches all weather updates and takes their cue from the National Weather Service.  When 
these announcements are heard, please encourage all fair goers to seek shelter. 

3. If after a storm there are areas near you that are huge mud puddles, please notify a member of 
the maintenance team so they can bring shavings to help absorb the water. 

 
 
 
 



Goat Superintendent 

 

Superintendent:  Sanchia Callender  Asst. Superintendent:  Rebecca Boomhower, Julie Husek 
 
Open Doe Shows 

1. Providing judges names, contact info, fees & dates they are to judge to Fair Office for contracts 
to be sent to for ADGA shows on Tuesday & Sunday. 

2. Filling out Tuesday’s & Sunday’s show sanction paperwork and turning into office 
3. Checking goat show entries with exhibitors to make sure their goats are in the right breed and 

class. 
4. Assigning show secretaries and ring stewards for Tuesday’s and Sunday’s shows and notifying 

the Fair office that will need passes. 
5. Selecting classes for the judge-a-long during the Tuesday show. 
6. Setting up show tables for judges with paperwork, hand sanitizer, pens, fair ribbons and ADGA 

ribbons. 
7. Set up show ring. 

 
One Day Milk Test 
 

1. Providing name of milk tester, contact information, fee and dates he or she will be testing to 
office for contracts to be sent. 

2. Submitting one day milking competition sanction application to ADGA. 
3. Requesting sample bottles from Dairy One 
4. Sending samples out to Dairy One 

 
Prior to Opening Day 
 

1. Updating Goat Department information and rules for the fair book. 
2. Providing a list of fair ribbons needed for shows, exhibits and entries. 
3. Notifying the fair office of any needed maintenance. 
4. Goat pen assignments 
5. Arranging judges or judging goat photos, promotion, fitting competition, herdsman award, goat 

knowledge and costumes class. 
6. Contacting local exhibitors for pen setup the week before the fair begins. 
7. Placing “Please wash your hands after touching the animals” signs in barn 
8. Letting the fair office know how many bags of shavings are needed for show ring 
9. Letting fair know how many bales of straw are needed for pens 
10. Communicate with the assistant superintendents to ensure all necessary duties are completed 

in a timely, efficient manner 
 



Fair Week 
 

1. Health check of goats as they enter fair. 
2. Checking registrations and tattoos of all goats entered. 
3. Submitting results for competitions to the entry department. 
4. Daily health checks of goats and making sure all goats have food and water. 
5. Notifying State Vets of any animals that appear ill or injured 
6. Handing out checks to exhibitors present on Sunday 
7. Coordinate with assistant superintendents to ensure there is someone in the barn throughout 

fair week to address any issues that arise. 
8. Pen take down-placing all panels against barn walls so it can be cleaned out by grounds crew. 

 



 

 
April 14, 2014 

Altamont Fair Poultry Building 
 
 
Before Fair opens: 
 

• Clean up inside of building—take out what does not belong in the poultry 
barn. 

• Set up rows for cages. 
• Set up cages. 
• Disinfect cages. 
• Clean water dishes and disinfect. 
• Put shavings in all cages. 
• Put water dishes in all cages. 
• Have at least 3 big barrels out back of the building for dirty water. 
• Have feed ordered and brought to fair.  (from where) 
• Put pine bows on top of duck, geese and turkey cages when brought in.  

(where are the pine bows obtained) 
 
During Fair Week: 
 

• Check condition of birds when they are brought in (lice, mites, missing too 
many feathers) 

• Water birds as needed throughout the day. 
• Feed birds daily. 
• Clean water dishes as needed.  (stagnant water smells) 
• Have barrels out back emptied.  (by whom) 
• Put in clean shavings as needed. 
• Spray pine sol to help eliminate odor. 
• Help kids during 4-H show. 
• Work with open class judge-record placement and make sure paperwork is 

correct, turn into entries office. 
• Check all birds daily for sickness.  Take action if necessary. 
• Watch spectators that may be bothering birds. 
• Collect eggs throughout the day (and do what with them) 
• Make sure building is locked at night. 

 
Closing of the Fair 
 

• Make sure exhibitors are taking only their birds. 
• Make sure exhibitors are emptying water dishes from their cages. 
• Make sure all birds are picked up at correct times. 
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